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Rookiemag.comÂ is a website created by and for young women to make the best of the beauty,

pain and awkwardness of being a teenager. When it becomes tough to appreciate such things, we

have good plain fun and visual pleasure. When you're sick of having to be happy all the time, we

have lots of rants, too. Every school year, we compile the best from the site into a print yearbook.

Behold: our Sophomore year!InÂ Rookie Yearbook Two, we tackle kissing, doubt, rejection,

backhanded compliments, angsty art and more! Featuring interviews with Carrie Brownstein,

Morrissey, Molly Ringwald, Neil Degrasse Tyson, Chris Ware and Emma Watson, and exclusive

content from Judy Blume, Lena Dunham, Grimes and Mindy Kaling. Plus: handy DIYs, fortune

tellers, tarot cards and stickers!
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What to get an angsty writer-niece for her 16th bday? Rookie Yearbook Two!Having never heard of

this book (or the website), I stumbled across this and took a gamble. The fact that Urban Outfitters

was mentioned (I think as a place where this yearbook is often laying around, in the waiting rooms)

was a plus, since that seems to be one of my niece's fave shops these days. I checked out the

rookiemag.com website and thumbed through the pages of the Yearbook when it arrived and it



looked like the sort of thing she would like, so I took a gamble and shipped it out to her. She loved

it!As her middle-aged aunt, all I can say is... boy, I wish this was around when I was a teenager! I

could see it becoming dog-eared from obsessing over it and sharing it w/ my friends back then!

BUY THIS BOOK IF YOU LIKE READING COOL ARTICLES AND COOL INTERVIEWS AND

COOL DIYS AND COOL PLAYLIST. ROOKIE RULES

I am a teenage girl and believe Rookie Yearbooks should be read by all teenage girls everywhere.

They give a realistic perspective on important issues that come up in a teenage girls lives and

advice on how to address them. With humorous, witty and well-written articles, Rookie Yearbook

Two doesn't go wrong at all.If you are a person looking for a present for a teenage girl and are stuck

for ideas, get one of these for her, she will thank you for it and it will stay with her for years. I highly

recommend it, seriously.

Very pretty layout, great choice of articles from the site and exclusive ones, cool bonuses (tarot

cards and stickers). A great edition!

I bought this for my 15 year old daughter who has a fun quirky personality. She follows the blogs

and was happy they came out with a 2nd book. Pictures and articles are geared to teens but I

peeked at it a little.

I really appreciate Tavi's Rookie Yearbooks have given teen girls an alternative to air brushed

fashion mags while demonstrating fashion style. Rookie Yearbook also incudes well written and

informative articles that are relevant to today's teens. Just ordered #3, keep 'em coming!

I gifted this to my niece and she was very happy and said it was exactly what she wanted. I did peek

inside and it seemed like it was packed with info and high quality pictures, but I didn't really read it

so I can't say much else...

Great book. My daughter loves it. She also got yearbook 1. Great interviews, stories and

photography. She is looking forward to number 3
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